
Impressionism✴ 1862-1890s



• The movement, 

Impressionism 

is considered the next artistic 
revolution after the 
Renaissance

• Impressionism radically 
departed from tradition by 
rejecting Renaissance 
perspective and idealized 
figures

• The impressionists recorded (in 
oil paint) immediate visual 
sensations through colour and 
light

• Colour, they observed is not an 
intrinsic , permanent 
characteristic of an object but 
changes constantly according 
to the effects of light 

Characteristics of Style:

• Short, choppy brushstrokes• Daubs of paint applied directly to the canvas• “Pure” colours- colours applied side by side so at a distance the eye would blend them together
• Subjects: Contemporary scenes, landscapes, nudes, café society



Claude Monet

Monet, Impression Sunrise, oil on canvas, 1872.

• In 1874, Monet exhibited 
this painting with a group 
of French artists

• Impression Sunrise earned 
the group the name 
“Impressionist” (meant as a 
derogatory slur because of 
the “unfinished” nature of 
the work)

• Monet’s blobs and streaks 
of colours indicating 
ripples and a boat on the 
water at dawn

• Monet is known for daubing 
pure primary colours side 
by side

• When Monet traveled to Paris to visit the Louvre, 
he witnessed painters copying from the old 
masters. Monet, having brought his paints and 
other tools with him, would instead go and sit by 
a window and paint what he saw

• At the end of his career he did a series of paintings of water lilies 
that began in 1899 and grew to dominate his work completely



Pierre-Auguste Renoir

Renoir, Le Moulin de la Galette, oil on canvas, 1876.

• Renoir’s subjects were 
crowd-pleasers: 
beautiful women, 
flowers, children, and 
sunny outdoor scenes 
full of people and fun

• Le Moulin de la Galette 
was the name of a 
popular outdoor café 

• Renoir fragmented form 
into glowing patches of 
light applied as short 
brushstrokes of 
distinct colours and no 
outlines

• He (and other 
Impressionists) refused 
to use black (because 
it’s not a colour!)

• Renoir engaged the viewer by snipping off his figures at the edge 
of canvas to imply that the scene expanded beyond the frame

• His subjects seem un-posed- momentarily caught in the flux of 
living



Edouard Manet
• Although Manet painted 

alongside the other 
Impressionists he never 
exhibited with them

• Manet portrayed scenes 
of Modern life 
candidly

• His stencil-like 
outlines, simplified 
forms and sketchy 
brushwork gave his 
paintings an unfinished 
look

• Manet suggested form 
through broad flat 
areas of colour

• Dejeuner sur L’Herbe is 
the painting that 
labeled Manet as a 
danger to public 
morality

• It was considered 
offensive both morally 
and aesthetically

Manet, Le Dejeuner sur L’Herbe, oil on canvas, 1863.

Moral: Naked 
REAL woman with 
clothed men, 
woman meets 
viewer’s eye

Aesthetic: 
flattened, 
stencil-like 
images, patchy 
brushstrokes



Edouard Manet
• Manet’s work was labeled 

controversial
• Dejeuner sur l’Herbe was 

exhibited at the “Salon des 
Refusés”

• In Olympia, Manet substitutes a 
goddess (from Titan’s version) 
with a Modern-day prostitute

• The painting raised the issue of 
prostitution within contemporary 
France and the roles of women 
within society

Manet, 
Olympia, oil 

on canvas, 
1863.

Appropriation: 

Borrowing 

elements from one 

artwork to 

incorporate into 

another

Salon des Refusés: an 
exhibition of works 

rejected by the official 
Salon

• The painting depicts a nude that 
looks contemporary and stares at 
the viewer (two big “no no’s” for 
the time period)  

• Two years later, in 1865, Manet’s 
Olympia caused an even greater 
stir

• The painting is an 
APPROPRIATION of a Renaissance 
painting called Venus of Urbino 
by Titan



Colonialism in the 19th Century

Engraving of African slave transportation, 19th century

• The later half of the 
19th century saw 
Western nations 
transition from empires 
of control through 
military and economic 
dominance to direct 
control, marked from 
the 1870s on by the 
scramble to take over 
territory in areas 
previously regarded as 
merely under Western 
influence

• Colonialism became known as New Imperialism, started in the 
1860s with the Scramble for Africa: the British, French, and 
German empires competed to conquer the most territories as 
quickly as possible



     Titan’s “Venus of Urbino”       vs.        Manet’s “Olypmia”

• Classical 1538 oil painting
• Highly realistic
• No sign of brushstrokes
• Illusion of 3D form
• Goddess (mythological)
• White servant
• Dog= loyalty

• “Modern” 1863 oil painting
• Stylized
• Visible brushstrokes
• Figures are outlined, flat
• Prostitute (Modern-day woman)
• Black servant
• Cat= sensuality (The orchid, 

upswept hair, black cat, and 
bouquet of flowers were all 
recognized symbols of sexuality 
at the time)

The Gaze: She looks directly at 
the viewer= confident in her 

sexuality 



Maternity Figure From Zaire, Yombe, Wood, 
19th century

• in the 1900s the art movement in 
Paris began to take an interest in 
sculpture from West and Central 
Africa

• Sculptures like the Maternity 
Figure from Zaire represent 
women and the female body 
differently than in the western 
world

• She is a symbol of fertility raised 
to the highest level of royalty by 
the jewelry she wears

• The social structure of the Yombe 
clans was matrilineal

• In this culture, emphasis is placed 
on motherhood rather than on the 
erotic appeal of the female body 
(as it often is in European art)

Colonialism Continued...

Matrilineal: Descent is traced 
through the mother’s side of 
the family rather than the 

father’s side



Mary Cassatt, Young Mother Sewing, oil on 
canvas, c. 1893.

Mary Cassatt
• Mary Cassatt hated conventional 

art as well as social conventions 
that prevented women from 
pursuing a profession

• Born to a wealthy Pennsylvanian 
family, she left the U.S. to study 
art in Europe (with her mother 
and family friends as chaperones)

• Victorian women were not 
permitted to be alone with any 
man not of relation, so her only 
male subjects were her father and 
brothers

• Her trademark images were 
portraits of mothers with their 
children

• In her mother-and-child paintings 
the figures gesture realistically 
and usually embrace one another

• Very much aware of women’s 
social status, Cassatt became a 
supporter of the “Woman’s 
Suffrage Movement”

Woman’s Suffrage 
Movement: A social 

movement that aimed to 
gain more rights for 

women



Depictions of WOMEN 
Early Feminism and ART
• 19th-century feminists 

reacted not only to the 
injustices they saw but also 
against the increasingly 
suffocating Victorian image 
of the "proper" role of 
women and their "sphere".  
This was the "feminine ideal" 
as it appeared in Victorian 
conduct books 

• Because most western artists 
of the time were men (it was 
difficult for women to have 
professions), depictions of 
women for centuries came 
from a male perspective

Conduct books told women how to 

demonstrate socially-prescribed 

appropriate behaviours. They focused 

on improving character (honesty, 
fidelity, modesty, and on 

demonstrating character in one's 
dress, manners, intellectual 

development, and household training)


